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Research produces new 
knowledge

… by asking questions and answering them. 

There are different kinds of research

+ different kinds of questions

+ different approaches to answering them

Research logically begins with a question: 

the Research Question 



Different kinds of questions

Descriptive: 

open up for descriptions of conditions or situations, and explanations of how 

something changes or stays unchanged.

Normative: 

we ask which value a social reality has. Normative arguments is required to 

answer evaluating questions.

Constructive: 

evaluating something can logically be used to suggest and discuss 

improvements to it.

(Kalleberg 1992, 2002)
We see design as an 
answer to a 
constructive question



Doing research and design
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Design and research
Research is about developing knowledge

Design is about making things/prototypes/sketches

Design and research often takes place at the same time
The same activity can produce knowledge and things. 

The designer-researcher is wearing two hats during the activity. 

Making something is part of both the question and the answer(Kalleberg))



Design research

RQ E D DC

E: Empirical work             

D:Design         

DC: Discussion and conclusion



Larger empirical part

RQ E D DC

The research can contain a large empirical part followed by 

some design suggestions

E: Empirical work             

D:Design         

DC: Discussion and conclusion



Larger design part

RQ E D DC

… or contain a small empirical part and a large design part. 

E: Empirical work             

D:Design         

DC: Discussion and conclusion



The research methods are often the same: 

observation, interview, workshop, focus group, photos, …

The perspectives can be different

Different methodologies: 

User centered design (UCD) 

Participatory Design (PD)     

Research through Design (RtD)

Wearing two hats: knowledge 

from research and design

Users are involved to a larger or lesser  

degree. 



Design research with users

UCD
spans from designers looking at users as inspirational sources to involving users in the design 

or supporting users in designing themselves. 

The idea to be explored in the design is often grounded in the use context; hence UCD often 

involves descriptive research as a basis for the design part of the research. 

Research in UCD includes research into design: what happens during design as well as 

research for design: how can new methods change the design process as well as its results. 

Design is about making things/prototypes/sketches

PD
is a particular version of UCD where the problem is negotiated and hence owned by the users 

and designers together. 

Both users and designers get their meaning or perspective represented in the research project 

and in the design (process and result), and the delineation of the research field (and the area of 

design) is negotiated and shared by the designers and users. 

Historically, the aim of PD is democratic participation of future users in the technology design 

and to empower people with less power.
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3) constructive questions

– what can X do to improve Y?

– intervention (Action Research) 

• PD as intervention: solve a real problem with (future) users, in their context

– imagining (experimenting)

• PD as imagining: explore possible futures, develop technology critique ”on the shop floor”



Research trough Design

RtD
emphasizes making as the main research activity, as the way to discovery.

This methodology focuses on the artefact as a concretization of a design concept and on the 

materials and forms that goes in to the artefact.

RtD is the most common type of research in design disciplines (both based in art and in 

engineering). The research produces knowledge that contributes to developing new kinds of 

artefacts and to enhancing materials and the possible forms and functions they can represent.



Design and research

research = produce knowledge in a systematic way

two hats

research: produce knowledge

& design: produce artifacts

confusion when doing design as part of the research 

the same activity can produce knowledge and artifact 

in the activity the designer-researcher wears two hats

• to make something is part of asking and answering (Kalleberg)



What we do when we design 

- design = giving ideas material form (creating ideas & forms)

- design = making design decisions, reducing the number of possibilities 

- design experiments involve “seeing – moving – seeing”  (Schön)

- evaluation of the situation, suggest possibilities to try out

- select one possibility = design decision

- try it out, concretize the idea

- evaluate if the “move” lead in the right direction (vision)

- evaluate the result during design & after design, in context, over time



Research in/on design & making things

Frayling discusses research about making things as research 

into, through and for “art and design”:

- research into design is seen as historical or theoretical 

research (about design processes and results)

- research through design refers to material research, 

development work and action research (designing a 

solution produces knowledge)

- research for design is “research with a small ´r´ “, i.e., 

gather materials as part of design

study              

design processes 

and artefacts

design as research

design  
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Stappers & Giaccardi

“Because a ‘thing-in the-world’ has multiple facets … it is likely that 

the designer will learn about many things, such as:

The prototype he is making …

The technology he uses to make it …

The interactions between his prototype and people …

The people who interacted with his prototype [where & when they will 

use it] ..

The knowledge/technology domains relevant to the realization of the 

prototype or the understanding of the phenomenon under study … [e.g. 

creativity theory]

How the designer went about doing the designing …

The trust she has in the feasability of a solution or principle …

Its generalizability … [use for other problems]

How the research was done and how it could be done better”



Three questions that 
differentiates

1) who owns the problem and 

2) whose meaning is represented

locates a research project as belonging to different epistemological and paradigmatic 

categories. In classic positivist research, the researchers’ actions and choices are seen as 

independent from the views of the users or community members as the reality is seen as 

objective with and independent existence. The researcher owns the problem and also decides 

the view or meaning-making perspective. 

3) who delineates the fieldwork 

Differentiates methodologies within the interpretive paradigm



Where does the understanding 

come from? (1)
Conceptual framework for reflection

Table 1. Questions that differentiate between paradigms: 1) who owns the problem, and 2) 

whose meaning is represented, differentiate between positivist or interpretive/critical 

research. 

Who owns the

problem 

Whose meaning….

Researcher
User / client/community 

member

Researcher
Positivist 

(e.g.case studies)
Positivist AR

User / client / 

community member

Interpretive

(e.g.Case studies,

UCD, RtD)

Interpretive Case 

studies, AR, 

PD, Ethnography



Where does the understanding 

come from ? (2)
Conceptual framework for reflection

Table 2. For interpretive research, question 3) who delineates fieldwork, 

differentiates between the methodologies.

An inter-subjective understanding developed together with the users is 

important in both PD and ethnography.

Who owns the

problem 

Who delineates

Researcher
User / client/community 

member

Researcher
Case study, RtD,

UCD
AR, Case Study 

User / client / 

community member

-
PD, Ethnography



A framework for reflection

No quick and easy answers!

This framework / these questions can be helpful in reflecting on 

own research and also on others’ work. 


